New Items - June 2019
Fiction:
The Star and the Shamrock
by by Jean Grainger
From the streets of wartime Berlin, to the bombed out city of
Liverpool, and finally resting in the lush valleys of the Ards Penisula,
The Star and The Shamrock from USA Today bestselling author Jean
Grainger, is unputdownable.

The Chilbury Ladies' Choir : a novel
by Jennifer Ryan
"As England becomes enmeshed in the early days of World War II and
the men are away fighting, the women of Chilbury village forge an
uncommon bond. They defy the Vicar's stuffy edicts to close the choir
and instead "carry on singing," resurrecting themselves as the Chilbury
Ladies' Choir. An enchanting ensemble story that shuttles from village
intrigue to romance to the heartbreaking matters of life and death.
Jennifer Ryan's debut novel thrillingly illuminates the true strength of
the women in a village of indomitable spirit."--Page [4] of cover

Cari Mora
by Thomas Harris
A ruthless man driven by unspeakable appetites to pursue a fortune in
cartel gold finds his efforts challenged by a war survivor with unusual
talents. By the award-winning author of Silence of the Lambs. 600,000
first printing

The daughter's tale : a novel
by Armando Lucas Correa
A tale of love and redemption based on the 1944 Oradour-Sur-Glane
massacre follows an octogenarian's receipt of a cache of letters,
written by her mother during World War II, that uncover decades of
secrets. 150,000 first printing.

The altruists : a novel
by Andrew Ridker
On the brink of losing the family home, a Midwestern college professor
and widower reaches out to his estranged children under the guise of a
reconciliation, only to unleash a maelstrom of age-old resentments.
Includes one diagram. A first novel.

The care and feeding of ravenously hungry girls
by Anissa Gray
When their formidably strong-willed eldest sister is arrested, abruptly
transitioning their family from respectability to disgrace, two younger
sisters confront complicated dynamics in their family and identities to
uncover what really happened.

The lost night : a novel
by Andrea Bartz
A chance discovery of a 10-year-old video shares disturbing insights into
the suicide of a college classmate who may have been murdered on a
hazy drunken night, a revelation that compels one woman to determine
her own role.

The red daughter : a novel
by John Burnham Schwartz
Defecting to America at the height of the Cold War, the daughter of
Joseph Stalin finds her quiet existence upended by controversial
associates, CIA suspicion and her relationship with a young lawyer. By
the best-selling author of Northwest Corner

Cornelius Ryan : The Longest Day / a Bridge Too
Far
by Cornelius Ryan
Published to coincide with the 75th anniversary of D-Day, this deluxe
collector’s edition presents two of the best books ever written about
World War II along with 88 pages of photographs, full-color endpaper
maps and rare archival material revealing how the books were written.

Ask again, yes : a novel
by Mary Beth Keane
When a violent event forcibly ends their romance, the son and
daughter of two NYPD rookies reconnect years later and struggle to
prevent the past from triggering another separation. By the author of
Fever

The Girl Who Lived, A Novel
by Greyson, Christopher
Book Annotation

Dear Mrs. Bird : a novel
by A. J . Pearce
"London, 1940. Emmeline Lake is Doing Her Bit for the war effort,
volunteering as a telephone operator with the Auxiliary Fire Services.
When Emmy sees an advertisement for a job at the London Evening
Chronicle, her dreams of becoming a Lady War Correspondent suddenly
seem achievable. But the job turns out to be working as a typist for the
fierce and renowned advice columnist, Henrietta Bird. Emmy is
disappointed, but gamely bucks up and buckles down. Mrs. Bird is very
clear: letters containing any Unpleasantness must go straight in the
bin. But when Emmy reads poignant notes from women who may have
Gone Too Far with the wrong men, or who can't bear to let their
children be evacuated, she is unable to resist responding. As the
German planes make their nightly raids, and London picks up the
smoldering pieces each morning, Emmy secretly begins to write back to
the readers who have poured out their troubles"

Mrs. Everything : a novel
by Jennifer Weiner
Two sisters struggle to find their place, be true to themselves and
adapt to rapid changes happening throughout the latter half of 20thcentury America. By the best-selling author of In Her Shoes. 350,000
first printing

The confessions of Frannie Langton : a novel
by Sara Collins
A servant and former slave enduring a sensational trial for her
employers' murders reflects on her Jamaican childhood and her
apprenticeship under a debauched scientist whose questionable ethics
set the stage for a forbidden affair. 75,000 first printing.

Her kind of case
by Jeanne Winer
After taking on a tough murder case with an uncooperative client,
defense attorney Lee Isaacs' becomes convinced the accused had
nothing to do with the murder and works to find a way to keep an
innocent boy out of prison

More news tomorrow : a novel
by Susan Shreve
Receiving an unexpected letter on the morning of her 70th birthday,
Georgianna embarks on a dangerous canoe trip near her Wisconsin
childhood home to unearth the truth about her father's imprisonment
for her mother's murder more than 60 years earlier.

Thin Air
by Lisa Gray
Book Annotation

All the lost things
by Michelle Sacks
An unforgettable young girl goes on a road trip adventure through the
American south with her dad—but what they're leaving behind is as
important as what lies ahead. By the author of You Were Made for This.
25,000 first printing

The golden hour
by Beatriz Williams
Traveling to World War II Nassau to interview the infamous Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, an investigator for a New York society magazine
uncovers a treasonous plot that is complicated by her romance with an
unscrupulous scientist. 150,000 first printing.

A nearly normal family
by M. T. Edvardsson
A legal thriller told in three acts follows the trial of a 17-year-old girl
from an upstanding family who has been implicated in the murder of a
shady businessman, testing the limits of her father's faith and mother's
ethics.

Patsy : a novel
by Nicole Dennis-Benn
Receiving her long-coveted visa to America, Patsy leaves behind her
family in Jamaica only to discover that life as an undocumented
immigrant is not what her best friend had described. By the awardwinning author of Here Comes the Sun

The Ash family : a novel
by Molly Dektar
Drawn by a mysterious stranger to a remote farming community that
lives off the fertile mountain lands, a North Carolina teen is seduced by
their high ideals before new friends begin to disappear. A first novel.
60,000 first printing.

The bride next door
by Hope Ramsay
When she overhears hotshot lawyer Matthew Lyndon taking a bet to
seduce her, wedding planner Courtney Wallace decides to play along in
an attempt to beat him at his own game, but the tables soon turn as
the stakes are raised by love. By a USA Today best-selling author.
Original. 75,000 first printing.

Beyond all reasonable doubt : a novel
by Malin Persson Giolito
"From the award-winning author of Quicksand, a gripping legal thriller
that follows one woman's conflicted efforts to overturn what may be a
wrongful conviction. I'm giving you a chance to achieve every lawyer's
dream, said Sophia Weber's old professor. Freeing an innocent man.
Thirteen years ago, a fifteen-year-old girl was murdered. Doctor Stig
Ahlin was sentenced to life in prison. But no one has forgotten the
brutal crime. Ahlin is known as one of the most ruthless criminals.
When Sophia Weber discovers critical flaws in the murder investigation,

she decides to help Ahlin. But Sophia's doing her utmost to get her
client exonerated arouses many people's disgust. And the more she
learns, the more difficult her job becomes. What kind of man is her
client really? What has he done? And will she ever know the truth?"

The darkest places : unsolved mysteries, true
crimes, and harrowing disasters in the wild
by Outside Magazine
Book Annotation

The spies of Shilling Lane
by Jennifer Ryan
A follow-up to The Chilbury Ladies' Choir finds scandalous divorcée Mrs.
Braithwaite traveling to World War II London in search of her missing
daughter, an effort that is complicated by a difficult secret

Mistress of the Ritz : a novel
by Melanie Benjamin
The director of the luxurious Hotel Ritz in occupied Paris and his
courageous American wife, Blanche Auzello, risk their marriage and
lives to support the French Resistance during World War II. By the bestselling author of The Aviator's Wife

City of girls
by Elizabeth Gilbert
The best-selling author of Eat, Pray, Love traces the experiences of a
theater insider in 1940s New York who discovers that she does not have
to be a "good girl" in order to be a good person

Whatever after : Book 1-6 collection
by Sarah Mlynowski
Collects the first six volumes in the series that follows Abby and her
younger brother Jonah as they travel through an antique mirror to
enter various classic fairy tales
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